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In this paper we describe the restrictions that the probability density function (p.d.f.) of 
the size of particles resulting from the rupture of a drop or bubble must satisfy. Using 
conservation of volume, we show that when a particle of diameter, Do, breaks into 
exactly two fragments of sizes D and D2 = (DQ — D3)1/3 respectively, the resulting p.d.f, 
f(D;D0), must satisfy a symmetry relation given by D\ f(D;D0) = D2 f(D2;D0), 
which does not depend on the nature of the underlying fragmentation process. 
In general, for an arbitrary number of resulting particles, m(Do), we determine 
that the daughter p.d.f. should satisfy the conservation of volume condition given 
by m(Do) J0 0(D/Do)3/(D;Do)dD = 1. A detailed analysis of some contemporary 
fragmentation models shows that they may not exhibit the required conservation 
of volume condition if they are not adequately formulated. Furthermore, we also 
analyse several models proposed in the literature for the breakup frequency of drops 
or bubbles based on different principies, g(e, Do). Although, most of the models are 
formulated in terms of the particle size Do and the dissipation rate of turbulent 
kinetic energy, e, and apparently provide different results, we show here that they are 
nearly identical when expressed in dimensionless form in terms of the Weber number, 
g*(Wet) = g(e, D0) Do/3 e~1/3, with Wet ~ p e 2 / 3 D05/3/CT, where p is the density of the 
continuous phase and a the surface tensión. 
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1. Introduction 
The fragmentation of drops and bubbles in sheared or turbulent flows has a number 
of important applications in engineering and earth science fields. Bubble fragmentation 
in whitecaps, for example, plays an important role in the size distribution of bubbles 
created by breaking waves, which contributes to air-sea gas flux, aerosol production, 
ocean albedo, wave breaking energetics and the generation of underwater ambient 
noise (Melville 1996; Deane & Stokes 2002). The general principies controlling 
the breakup of drops and bubbles in turbulent flows have been established since 
the works of Kolmogorov (1949) and Hinze (1955) in the early 1950s, but an exact 
mathematical description of this fundamental fluid dynamical process has not yet been 
formulated. 
Since the seminal works of Kolmogorov (Kolmogorov 1949) and Hinze (Hinze 
1955), a number of models for bubble fragmentation have been presented, including 
the phenomenological fragmentation model of Martínez-Bazán, Montañés & Lasheras 
(1999a, b) that describes the breakup frequency, g(Do), and probability density 
function (p.d.f.) of daughter bubbles, f(D;Do), produced by the fragmentation of 
air bubbles in homogeneous, isotropic turbulence (see Lasheras et al. 2002, for a 
recent review of bubble fragmentation models). 
The implementation of some breakup models in the population balance equation 
may lead to the impression that they do not conserve volume since some of the 
equations for the bubble-size p.d.f. published in the literature are expressed in terms 
of bubble diameter instead of volume. Thus, some of the turbulent breakup models 
are based on phenomenological hypotheses and, although they have been developed 
under the original principie of conservation of volume, especially the binary models, 
for convenience they are expressed in terms of the bubble diameter and do not 
always respect the volume-conservation condition. This issue has been also pointed 
out by Zaccone et al. (2007), who developed an empirical approach to determine 
the breakup mechanisms in stirred dispersions and an appropriate physical model 
for the daughter-drop p.d.f, and reported that many models, with the exception of 
Coulaloglou & Tavlarides (1977) and Luo & Svensen (1996), do not always preserve 
volume. In fact, they emphasized that models that do not conserve volume lead to an 
unphysical evolution of the predicted volume fraction. 
In this paper, in §2, we state a simple relation that any volume-conserving 
fragmentation p.d.f. must satisfy, irrespective of the underlying fragmentation physics, 
making it a simple matter to determine if a model is volume conserving or not. In 
particular, in §3, we review the models described in Lasheras et al. (2002) and 
establish whether they satisfy the conservation of volume and symmetry conditions, 
and show that the binary models are volume conserving when the equations for the 
p.d.f.s are expressed in terms of volume rather than diameter. In addition, we also 
propose a modification of Martínez-Bazán et al. (19996) fragmentation model that 
satisfies conservation of volume and incorporates slightly different physical ideas to 
include the effect of surface energy of the resulting bubbles. In § 4 we review some 
of the breakup frequency models to show that most of them provide nearly identical 
functions when they are conveniently expressed in dimensionless form in terms of 
the turbulent Weber number. Finally, in §5 we intégrate the population balance 
equation to determine the evolution of the distribution of bubbles in a turbulent 
water jet using different models for the daughter-bubble p.d.f. and compare them 
with the experimental results of Martínez-Bazán et al. (19996), and §6 is devoted to 
conclusions. 
2. Mathematical constraints to the daughter-bubble-size p.d.f. 
This section establishes the constraints that any breakup model for the daughter-
bubble p.d.f. must satisfy. Such conditions can be easily extracted, for any given 
number of fragments generated, as follows. 
The time rate of change of the number density of bubbles (or drops) with respect 
to position and time of a certain size D existing in a time t, at a given position x, 
n{D,x,t), can be described by the following Boltzmann-type equation, commonly 
named the population balance equation (Williams 1985): 
d
-l+y.(vn) = -JL(Rn) + Qb + Qct (2.1) 
at o D 
where v(D, x, t) is the mean velocity of all the bubbles of size D, R= dD/dt is the rate 
of change of the bubbles of size D due to dissolution and, Qb(D,x, t) and Qc(D,x, t) 
are the rate of change of n(D,x, t) due to breakup and coalescence respectively. For 
very dilute systems, where Qc = 0, and in the absence of dissolution effects, the rate 
of change of the number density of bubbles can simply be written as the sum of 
the 'death' rate of bubbles of size D due to their breakup into smaller ones, and the 
'birth' rate of particles of size D resulting from the breakup of larger ones: 
^l+V.[vn(D)]= f m(Do)f(D;Do)g(Do)n(Do)dD0-g(D)n(D), (2.2) 
°t JD 
where m(D0) is the mean number of daughter bubbles formed upon the breakup of 
a mother bubble of size D0, f(D;D0) is the size p.d.f. of daughter bubbles generated 
from the rupture of a mother bubble of size Do and g(D) is the breakup frequency 
of bubbles of size D. In (2.2), although n, v, m, f and g are in general functions of 
D, x and t, only the dependence of D has been indicated for convenience. It should 
be noticed here that f(D;D0) represents a p.d.f. with regard to D, parametrized 
by D0, and must not be understood as a joint p.d.f. describing the distribution 
of both D and D0. Thus, f(D;D0) must satisfy the normalization condition of a 
p.d.f, JQJp.d.f.{x)dx = 1, that since /(D;Do) = 0 for D > Do, can be expressed as 
¡0Dof(D;D0)dD = í. 
If we consider a cloud of bubbles immersed in a homogeneous and isotropic 
turbulent flow moving with the fluid, the population balance equation (2.2) may be 
written as 
- ^ = J m(Do)f(D; Do)g(Do)n(Do)dDo - g(D)n(D), (2.3) 
where Dn(D)/Dí = dn(D)/dt + u • V [n(D)], u{x, t) is the fluid velocity and, although 
not explicitly expressed in (2.3) for simplicity, f{x, t, D;D0), m(x, t, D) and g{x, t, D) 
depend on the local turbulent properties of the flow at a given position x in a time t. 
Multiplying (2.3) by D3, one obtains 
3 
D[DW)] r..^w^.^/ D \ ^ ^ 3 m(D0) f(D; D0) — g(D0) D¿n(D0) dD0 - g(D) DJ n(D), (2.4) JJ t JD V Do / 
where D3n{D) represents the volume of particles of a given size D. Integrating (2.4) 
from D = 0 to D = oo, using the fact that f(D;D0) is zero for D > D0, and inverting 
the order of integration into the double integral, yields 
g{D)Din(D)dD= / m(D0) 
o 
g(D0)D03n(Do)dD0 
'Do /
 D \ 3 
— /(D;D 0)dD /o \Do, 
(2.5) 
Notice that the left-hand side of (2.4) has been cancelled in (2.5) because the total 
volume of bubbles is preserved. Finally, since the integration variable in the left-hand 
side of (2.5) may be changed from D to D0, and the resulting equality must be valid 
for any n(Do)g(D0), one obtains 
m(D0)J ° (^) f(D;D0)dD = 1, (2.6) 
which is the volume-conserving condition for an arbitrary number of fragments, 
m(D0). The above condition, together with the normalization condition of the p.d.f. 
f(D;D0), 
f ° f(D;D0)dD = l, (2.7) 
Jo 
are the conditions that any model for the daughter-bubble p.d.f. must satisfy. Notice 
that, in the case of binary breakup, imposing volume conservation is equivalent to 
satisfying the following symmetry relation: 
fv(V;V0) = fv(V2;V0), (2.8) 
with V2 = VQ — V, that establishes that the probabihty of formation of a bubble 
of volume V must be equal to the probabihty of formation of its complementary 
bubble of volume V2 = V0 - V. Furthermore, since fv(V;V0) dV = f(D;D0) dD with 
dV = K/2 D2 dD, (2.8) can be expressed in terms of the bubble diameter as 
D22f(D;Do) = D2f(D2;Do), (2.9) 
where D2 = (DQ — D3)1/3 is the diameter of the complementary bubble. Equations 
(2.6)-(2.7) are equivalent to the constraints on the zeroth and first moments of the 
daughter distribution function established by Diemer & Olson (2002). 
3. Review of previous models for the daughter-bubble p.d.f. 
3.1. Martínez-Bazán et al. (1999b) model 
Martínez-Bazán et al. (199%) proposed a phenomenological model to determine the 
probabihty of formation of a pair of bubbles of sizes D and (DQ — D3)1/3 generated 
upon the turbulent breakup of a mother bubble of characteristic size D0 given by 
P(D') = 0 for D*<D*min, 
P(D') ce [Arrl] [Arí2] for D'min < D* < D'max, } (3.1) 
P(D*) = 0 for D*>D*max, 
with D* = D/D0, D*min = Dmin/D0=[l2a/(l3p)]3/2Dñ5,2e-1 and D*max =(1 - D*»)1'3. 
The above equation indicates that the probabihty of formation of a certain pair 
of bubbles should be weighted by the product of the excess stresses associated 
with the length scales corresponding to each bubble size, Arti = l/2p p(eD)2/i — 
6a/D0 and Arí2 = 1/2p 0 (eD2)2/3 -6a/D0, with D2 = D0[í - (D/D0)3]1/3 provided 
by conservation of volume. Here fí = 8.2, a is the surface tensión, p the liquid density 
and e the dissipation rate of turbulent kinetic energy. 
Equation (3.1) can be expressed as 
P(D') oc (ip/J(eD0)2/3)2 [D*2/3 - A5"] [(1 - D*y)2'9 - A5"], (3.2) 
in the range D*min < D* < D*max, where A = Dc/D0 and Dc = [12CT/(^P)]3/5£-2/5 simply 
represents the critical diameter of a bubble such that the turbulent stresses acting 
on its surface, xt = 1/2 p p (eDc)2/3, are equal to the confining stresses due to surface 
tensión, xs =6a/Dc. In other words, Dc is the diameter of the largest bubble which 
will not break due to the turbulent action of the flow. Notice that, in (3.2), the 
parameter A5/3 can also be interpreted as the inverse of the mother-bubble Weber 
number, defined as We, = p fi e2/3 DQ/3/12CT, providing 
P(D') oc (tp/3(eDo)2/3)2 [D*2/3 - Í/Wet] [(1 - D*3)2/9 - Í/We,]. (3.3) 
Finally, Martínez-Bazán et al. (1999¿>) obtained the daughter p.d.f. of D*, /""(£>*), 
using the normalization condition J0 f*(D*)dD* = 1, as 
f m P(D') [DW - A»>] [(1 - D«f» - A»>] {3A) 
/ P(D') dD* / [D*2'3 - A5'3] [(1 - D*3)2'9 - A5'3] dD* 
Jo JD". 
min 
where f*(D*) = Do f(D;Do). This final normalization step is misleading and implies 
that the p.d.f. provided by (3.4) does not conserve volume. Thus, the probability 
functions given in (3.1)—(3.3) were mistakenly expressed as a function of D* rather 
than in terms of volume, V*, and the correct way to express (3.2) should be 
PV(V) oc (\p/3(eDo)2/3)2 [V*2'9 - A5'3] [(1 - V*)2'9 - A5'3], (3.5) 
where V* = V/Vo is the dimensionless volume of the product bubble. Applying now 
the normalization condition J0 fy(V*)dV* = 1, which at the same time conserves 
volume, one obtains 
/ PV(V) dV* / [y*2/9 - A5'3] [(1 - r ) 2 ^ 9 - A5'3] dV* 
Jo Jv. 
min 
One can then easily transform (3.6) into a p.d.f. in terms of diameter using the 
condition /¿( V ) dV* = f*{D*)dD\ with V* = D*3 and dV * = 3 D*2 dD*, as 
f(D*) = 3D*2f;(V*). (3.7) 
Therefore the correct, volume conserving, expression for f*(D*) can be given by 
D*2 rD»2/3 _ ^5/31 F(1 _ D»3 )2/9 _ ^5/31 
f(D) = - ^ [- ^ '- l- , (3.8) 
I
 D*2 [D»2/3 _ ^5/3] [ (1 _ D*3 )2/9 _ ^5/3] ¿jy 
which differs from the original equation (3.4) in the D*2 factor. 
Figure \{a) shows that the daughter-bubble p.d.f. is in fact symmetric when 
expressed in terms of volume as given by (3.6). On the other hand, figure \{b) 
compares the daughter-bubble-size p.d.f. obtained from (3.4) and (3.8) respectively 
for e = 3.5 m2 s~3 and e = 10 m2 s~3 and a mother bubble of diameter D0 = 3 mm. It is 
clearly shown in this figure that f*{D*) given by (3.8) slightly differs from that given 
in (3.4) as e increases. 
We wish to point out here that the evolutions of the bubble-size distribution 
presented in Martínez-Bazán et al. (1999fc) were obtained by integrating the 
population balance equation with a Monte Cario Method, generating a distribution 
of daughter bubbles using (3.2) with out applying the normalization condition, and 
guaranteeing that volume was always conserved. Thus, the results presented in their 
§3.1 are correct at the same time that they preserve volume. Furthermore, Lasheras 
et al. (2002) had already detected the mistake reported above, and the calculations they 
presented were performed using a finite differences method to solve the population 
balance equation with the daughter-bubble-size p.d.f. already corrected and given by 
0.8 1.0 
FIGURE 1. (a) Daughter-bubble p.d.f as a function of the bubble volume, given by (3.6) for 
two different valúes of e, showing that fy(V*) satisfies the symmetry property. (b) Comparison 
of the daughter-bubble p.d.f. resulting from (3.4) and (3.8) at two different valúes of the 
dissipation rate of turbulent kinetic energy. 
(3.8). As a matter of fact, mass conservation was checked in all the cases presented 
in the paper, obtaining that mass was preserved with errors below 0.3 %. In fact, as 
many authors do, if the population balance equation were expressed using volume 
as independent variable instead of diameter, the conservation equation would be 
automatically satisfied as (3.6) shows. 
3.2. Grant's modification of the Martínez-Bazán et al. (1999b) model 
This new model, based on the Martínez-Bazán et al. (19996) model, includes the 
effect of the surface energy of the product bubbles, proposing that the probability of 
formation of a certain pair of bubbles should be proportional to the product of the 
excess stresses associated with the length scales corresponding to each bubble size, 
and inversely proportional to the product of surface tensión energies associated with 
both bubbles, providing 
¿V(V*) = 0 
W ) oc [Arr l] [AT Í 2] 
y*2/3 n _ y») 2/3 
for 
for 
for 
V* 
< V*- , 
min' 
< v* < v* (3.9) 
W ) = o for v*>v;ax. 
Under these assumptions the daughter-bubble p.d.f. can be given in terms of V* as 
y*-2/3
 ( 1 _ y . ) -2 /3 ry.2/9 _ ^5/3] [ (1 _ yy/9 _ ^5/3] 
fv(V) (3.10) 
V •-2/3 (l _ y p / J [v*2'9 - A5'3] [(l - vy9 - A5'3] dv* 
Equation (3.10) can be expressed in terms of D* as 
(1 - £>*3)-2/3 ^ . 2 / 3 _ ^5/3] [(1 _ D*3 )2/9 _ ^5/3] 
f(D-) (3.11) 
Í-D • 3N-2/3 [D '2/3 _ ^5/3] [ (1 _ D»3 )2/9 _ ^5/3] ¿jy 
which also satisfies the symmetry relation and conserves volume. 
Figure 2 displays a comparison between the daughter-bubble p.d.f. provided by 
equations (3.10) (3.11) and those given by (3.6)—(3.8), for a mother bubble of diameter 
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FIGURE 2. (a) Daughter-bubble p.d.f. as a function of the bubble volume, given by (3.6) and 
(3.10) for two different valúes of e, showing that fy(V*) satisfies the symmetry property. (b) 
Comparison of the daughter-bubble p.d.f. resulting from (3.8) and (3.11) at two different valúes 
of the dissipation rate of turbulent kinetic energy. 
Do = 3 mm and two different valúes of the dissipation rate of turbulent kinetic energy, 
namely e = 3.5m2s~3 and £ = 10m2s~3 . In particular, figure 2{a) shows that both 
p.d.f.s are symmetric when expressed in terms of volume. It is clear from figure 2{b) 
that, although (3.8) and (3.11) are different, the resulting p.d.f.s are nearly identical 
at low valúes of e. Only when e, or equivalently the bubble Weber number, increases, 
do the resulting p.d.f.s begin to display some differences. In fact, contrary to the 
experimental observations of Rodríguez-Rodríguez, Martínez-Bazán & Montañés 
(2003), the p.d.f. proposed in (3.10) evolves from a n-shape to a U-shape as e increases. 
3.3. Konno et al. (1980) model 
In their model, Konno et al. (1980) assumed that a particle is divided into / units 
of volume Ve = V 0 / / , such that a fragment will always be constituted by an integer 
number of units, Nke, satisfying that the sum of m fragments provides 
Y,Nke,i J. (3.12) 
Furthermore, considering the physical model that a particle will break by the 
interaction of turbulent eddies of size smaller than the particle and, assuming that 
the probability of finding a fragment of a given size is proportional to the turbulent 
kinetic energy of an eddy of the same size, E(Nke), the probability of obtaining a 
certain distribution of fragments Nke,i, with i = í,... ,m, after a breakage event is 
/* oc n E(N^)- (3.13) 
; = i 
To estimate the turbulent kinetic energy of an eddy of characteristic 'volume' Nke Ve, 
Konno et al. (1980) used the Heisenberg energy spectrum, 
E(Nke) = 1.45 e2/3 6VeNke 
-5 /3 
i +10.25 y ; 
6VeNke 
-4/3 
(3.14) 
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FIGURE 3. (a) Daughter-bubble p.d.f. as a function of the bubble volume, given by (3.16), 
showing that fv(V*) does not satisfy the symmetry property since it represents a ternary 
breakage. (b) Daughter-bubble p.d.f. as a function of the bubble diameter, given by (3.15). 
In a real system of fragments the distribution /* must be obtained with / —>• oo. 
However, the authors chose / = 100 to compare with their experimental data, and 
obtained the best results assuming a ternary breakup where m = 3. Finally, although 
the model integrates some physical ideas in the breakup process of particles, Konno, 
Aoki & Saito (1983) concluded that the daughter-particle p.d.f. barely changed with 
the flow properties and the size of the mother particle, being in most of the cases well 
described by a beta function given by 
f'(D') 
r(3)r(9) D l-D- (3.15) 
where r(x) is the gamma function. Equation (3.15) can be expressed in terms of 
volume as 
fv(V) r(i2) 3T(3)r(9) V
2
 l-V < i / 3 \ (3.16) 
As can be observed in figure 3(a), the p.d.f. given by (3.15) and (3.16) does not satisfy 
the symmetry condition because it represents a ternary breakup process. However, 
since /0 D*3 f*(D*)áD* = 0.453 ^ 1/3, it does not satisfy (2.6) and, consequently, 
does not preserve volume either. Unlike the experimental observations of Hesketh, 
Etchells & Russell (1991), the model proposed by Konno et al. (1980, 1983) predicts 
that the most probable breakup event is the formation of three particles of similar 
sizes as shown in figure 3(b). 
A different family of beta p.d.f.s have been proposed by Diemer & Olson (2002) 
with 
f'(D'): 3 r(qm) 
r(q)r(q(m - 1)) D 
•lq-l Í-D , 3 \£ (m- l ) - l (3.17) 
where one of two free parameters of the beta function is the mean number of 
daughter fragments, m, and the other one, q, represents the shape parameter of the 
distribution, that must be adjusted to impose conservation of volume. For example 
q = 4 in a binary breakage where m = 2, q = 1.25 if m = 3 and q = 1.5 if m = 4. 
3.4. Tsouris & Tavlarides (1994) model 
Tsouris & Tavlarides (1994) proposed a binary breakup model, where the probability 
of finding a couple of fragments of diameter D and (DQ — £>3)1/3, respectively, decreases 
as the difference between the surface energy of the mother particle and that of the 
daughter particles increases, 
AE(D) = na Di [D*2 + (l - D*3)2/3 - 1], (3.18) 
being the probability minimum if the product particles are equal, and máximum 
when one of the fragments has a minimum size D*min, defined arbitrarily in the model. 
Mathematically, the daughter p.d.f. was expressed as 
r m t m , + ( i - ^ J ) 2 / 3 -1)+2l /3 - y*1 - a - g , 3 ) 2 / 3 ( 3 .1 9 ) 
f [(Di + (1 - D*,)2'3 - 1) + 21'3 - D*2 - (1 - D^r\dD*' 
Jo 
an expression that does not depend on the flow conditions. However, the p.d.f. given 
by (3.19) does not preserve volume and does not satisfy the symmetry property. Thus, 
the daughter-bubble p.d.f. should have been correctly expressed in terms of volume 
as 
(y*2/3 + (l - V*. ) 2 p - l) + 21'3 - V*2'3 - (l - V)2'3 /¿(V)=
 t
 [ mm [ mm)
 -1—^ \L-L2 , (3.20) 
/ [(KT + (i - Kmf" -1) + 21/3 - r2'3 - (i - vf<3] w* 
Jo 
which now satisíies the symmetry condition and at the same time that conserves 
volume. Equation (3.20) can be expressed in terms of diameter as 
[{Di + (1 - D;3„)2/3 - 1) + 2V3 - D*2 - (1 - D*T3] D*2 f(D-) 
f [{Di + (1 - Di)21' - 1) + 2 ^ - D*2 - (1 - D^3] D*2 dD* 
Jo 
(3.21) 
Figure 4 shows the p.d.f. provided by (3.20) and (3.21) indicating that the distribution 
is symmetric. This figure also shows how the daughter p.d.f. provided by Tsouris & 
Tavlarides changes as the valué of V^in, or similarly D*min, is modified. 
4. Review of previous models for the breakup frequency 
A complete review of models for the breakup frequency of particles can be found in 
Lasheras et al. (2002) and Kolev (1993). However, in this section we will summarize 
some of the models with the aim of presenting them in dimensionless form. 
4.1. Martínez-Bazán et al. (1999a) model 
Martínez-Bazán et al. (1999a) established that the breakup frequency depends on the 
mother-bubble diameter, Do, and on the dissipation rate of turbulent kinetic energy, 
s, as 
v v Au2(Do)-í2a/(pDo) ^ ( g D p ) ^ - 12a/(p D0) g(s,D0) = Kg = Kg , (4.1) 
L>0 L>0 
where Au2(D0) = p(eD0)2/3 is the mean squared valué of the velocity fluctuations 
between two points a distance D0 apart. Equation (4.1) can be expressed in 
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FIGURE 4. (a) Daughter-bubble p.d.f. as a function of the bubble volume, given by (3.20) 
with V^in =0, 0.01 and 0.05 respectively, showing that fy(V*) satisfies the symmetry condition. (b) Corresponding daughter43ubble p.d.f. as a function of the bubble diameter, f*(D*), given 
by (3.21). 
dimensionless form in terms of the turbulent Weber number, defined here as 
Wet = p $ e2'3 D50/3/12 a, as 
g*(Wet) 
g(e, D0) D\ 2/3 0 
,1/3 K.&v\h 
1 
Wet 
(4.2) 
where Kgp1/2x 0.673. In general, for a different definition of the turbulent-bubble 
Weber number, (4.2) can be expressed as 
g(Wet) = CgX\ Wetc Wet 
(4.3) 
where Wetc is the critical Weber number and Cg is a constant. In particular, Rodríguez-
Rodríguez, Gordillo & Martínez-Bazán (2006) found a good agreement between the 
breakup time obtained from numerical simulations of the deformation process of a 
bubble of radius a0 immersed in a straining flow, and that predicted by (4.3). In 
their case, where the dimensionless frequency was defined with the bubble radius 
as g =ge -1/3 2/3 a0 and the Weber number was Wet = 3.38pe 
2/3 5/3 
a0 
¡a, the critical 
Weber number was Wetc = 2.3 and Cg = 0.423. 
We have represented in figure 5 the evolution of the dimensionless breakup 
frequency with the Weber number obtained from the experiments reported by 
Martínez-Bazán et al. (1999a), together with the predictions of the different models 
considered in this work. In particular, it can be observed in this figure that the 
breakup model given by (4.2) reproduces correctly the experimental results, especially 
those of Set 1 and Set 3b. 
4.2. Coulaloglou & Tavlarides (1977) model 
Coulaloglou & Tavlarides (1977) proposed the following expression for the particle 
breakup frequency: 
1 
Breakup time 
x (Fraction of particles breaking). (4.4) 
ZT" 
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FIGURE 5. Comparison among the dimensionless breakup frequency resulting from different 
models (Coulaloglou & Tavlarides 1977; Konno et al. 1980; Prince & Blanch 1990; 
Martínez-Bazán et al. 1999a) and the experimental measurements of Martínez-Bazán, 
Montañés & Lasheras (1999a). Here O, D and A correspond respectively to the experimental 
data of Set 1, Set 3b and Set 2 reported in Martínez-Bazán et al. (1999a). 
The authors suggested that the breakup time should scale as í6~e~1/3Do/3 while, 
based on the Boltzmann statistics, they modelled the fraction of particles breaking as 
Aw(Do) 
n(D0) oc exp 
Ea 
E 
(4.5) 
where Ea~oD\ is the particle's surface energy and E ~ p e2/3D¿1/3 is the mean kinetic 
energy of turbulent structures of the size of the particle. Thus, the breakup frequency 
of a particle of size Do can be given by 
g(e, D0) = CclDt - 2 / 3 1/3 0 e exp -C* c2 p £2/3 DQ / 3 (4.6) 
where Ccl and C'c2 are constants to be adjusted experimentally. Equation (4.6) can be 
expressed in dimensionless form as 
g(£,Do)D02/3 g (Wet) = = Ccl exp C, c2 Wet 
(4.7) 
with Cc2 = C'c2 /6/12. Notice that the breakup frequency proposed by Coulaloglou & 
Tavlarides (1977) tends exponentially to an asymptotic valué given by g* = Ccl when 
Wet —> oo, while it becomes exponentially small when Wet —> 0. This last result 
implies that this model does not involve the existence of a critical Weber number as 
the model proposed by Martínez-Bazán et al. (1999a). 
The evolution of the dimensionless breakup frequency given by this model has also 
been plotted in figure 5 with the aim of comparing it with the experimental results, as 
well as with the predictions provided by other models. Thus, figure 5 shows that the 
breakup frequency model given by (4.7) also reproduces correctly the experimental 
results reported by Martínez-Bazán et al. (1999a) with Cci =0.673 and Cc2 =0.65. 
4.3. Konno et al. (1980) model 
Based on arguments similar to those of Coulaloglou & Tavlarides (1977), Konno 
et al. (1980) proposed an alternative expression for the breakup frequency given by 
'AM2(D0) 
g(e,Do) = C'kl^^ / P(u)áu (4.8) 
where the probability P{u) is given by the Maxwell distribution 
P(u) = 4K( — ^ u2exp(-l= Y (4.9) 
\2KAU2(DO)J V 2 A M 2 ( D 0 ) ; 
In this case, C'kl is a constant and uc = C'k2(a/p £>o)1/2 represents the critical velocity 
such that turbulent structures whose characteristic velocity is smaller than uc are not 
able to split the particle. Using dimensionless variables, (4.8) can be conveniently 
expressed as 
g(e,D0)D¡/3 ^ r ft 2_y-3x2 
,1/3 g(Wet) = °v "1 » =Ckl 3 W - x¿ exp — — dx, (4.10) (Cn/We,)1'2 V 71 
where x2 = u2(D0)/Au2(D0). Notice that the lower limit in the integral of (4.10) is 
{Ckil Wet)1/2, showing its dependence with the turbulent Weber number, Wet. The 
model proposed by Konno et al. (1980) has also been displayed in figure 5 together 
with the experimental results of Martínez-Bazán et al. (1999a), indicating the good 
agreement between the breakup frequency predicted by this model when Ckl =0.673 
and 0-2 = 0.95 and the experiments. 
4.4. Prince & Blanch (1990) model 
Foliowing arguments from the kinetic theory of gases, Prince & Blanch (1990) 
proposed a particle breakup frequency model where the particles split due to their 
collision with 'fictitious' turbulent eddies. Thus, the breakup frequency should be 
equal to the number of collisions per unit time, multiplied by their collision efficiency. 
In their model, the frequency of collisions of a certain particle with the turbulent 
eddies present in the flow, 0D<ie, is obtained by the product of three different terms as 
\ l / 2 &D0e = neSDoe(Au2(D0) + Au2ey>\ (4.11) 
where ne is the number density of eddies, SD(¡e is the collision cross-sectional área 
and (Aw2(£>o) + Aw2)1/2 is the particle-eddy mean relative velocity with Aw2 being the 
mean square random velocity of an eddy of radius re. To obtain the number density 
of eddies Prince & Blanch (1990) used the following expression: 
^ = 0.1/c2, (4.12) 
d/c 
which provides the number of eddies found at each wavenumber, K. Since the 
integration of (4.12) over the whole energy spectrum provides an infinite number of 
eddies, the authors arbitrarily limited the eddies capable of splitting a particle to those 
whose size is larger than 20 % the diameter of the particle. Moreover, the collision 
cross-sectional área can be modelled as 
So0e -(D0/2 + ref, (4.13) 
where re = K/K is the radius of an eddy of wavenumber K. A S for the mean quadra t ic 
velocities, Prince & Blanch (1990) expressed them as AM2(D0) = 1.96(eD0)2 / 3 for the 
particle and Aw2. = 1.96(e 2r e ) 2 / 3 for turbulent eddies of radius re respectively. Finally, 
to determine the collision efficiency, F, the model uses an expression similar to that 
considered by Coulaloglou & Tavlarides (1977), based on the Bol tzmann distr ibution, 
exp 
Aw2. 
exp 
2 x 1.522CT 
1 . 9 6 p ( e 2 r e ) 2 / 3 D c 
(4.14) 
with uci = l.52(2a/pD0)1/2. Therefore, the b reakup rate of bubbles of size D0 is 
obtained by integrating over the entire spectrum of eddies considered yielding 
g(e, Do) 
0.147t 
16 
10u/Do 2 / 3 \ 1/2 
A) + 
x e1/3 exp (2TC)2/3pr>o£2/3 
Equation (4.15) can be formulated in dimensionless form as 
2 / • - s ? n \ V 2 
K2ÚK. (4.15) 
g*(Wet) 
0.14TI 10u 
exp 
«2/3 2.36,0 K 
' l2(2rc)2/3 Wet 
K ÚK*, 
16 ./o V K" 
(4.16) 
where K* =K DQ is the dimensionless wavenumber. This model predicts a tendency of 
the breakup frequency similar to those given by Coulaloglou & Tavlarides (1977) and 
Konno et al. (1980). However, the valúes of the dimensionless frequency are not of 
order unity, indicating that the original constants used in the model were incorrectly 
chosen. Thus, the model can be rewritten as 
g'(Wet) = Cp exp -C P2 
c*2/3 
w7t 
K2áK, (4.17) 
with Cp\ and Cp2 constants to be determined experimentally. The model proposed 
by Prince & Blanch (1990) has been compared in figure 5 with the experimental 
measurements of the breakup frequency of bubbles, showing a good agreement 
when Cp\ =3 .1 x 10~5 and Cp2 =0.0853. Notice in this figure that the dimensionless 
frequency given by Prince & Blanch (1990) is nearly identical to that provided by 
Coulaloglou & Tavlarides (1977). 
A comparison among the dimensionless breakup frequencies resulting from the 
different models described above has been shown in figure 5. It can be observed 
that, although the models are based on different ideas, all of them provide nearly 
the same evolution of g* with Wet, especially at Wet > 2. As displayed in the inset 
of figure 5, they only differ at Weber numbers near the critical one determined by 
Martínez-Bazán et al. (1999a) since the models of Prince & Blanch (1990), Konno 
et al. (1980) and Coulaloglou & Tavlarides (1977) do not involve a critical Weber 
number, Wetc, such that bubbles with Wet < Wetc will never break. 
5. Discussion 
In this section we present the evolution of the distribution of bubbles in a turbulent 
water jet obtained using the different models for the daughter-bubble p.d.f. described 
above, and compare them with the experimental results of bubbles injected at the 
central axis of a turbulent water jet of Martínez-Bazán et al. (19996). The numerical 
method used to intégrate the population balance equation is described in §5.1, and 
the comparison of the evolution of the bubble-size distribution obtained with the 
different models in § 5.2. 
5.1. Description of the numerical algorithm 
In the steady, quasi-one-dimensional flow, given by a turbulent water jet, since the 
bubbles are injected at the central axis of the water jet and radial dispersión is 
negligible (see figure 6 in Martínez-Bazán et al. 1999a, and information therein for 
additional details), the population balance equation (2.3) can be expressed as 
U(x) ^ ^ = j " m(D0) f(D;D0) g(D0) n(D0) dD0 - g(D)n(D), (5.1) 
where we have considered that the bubbles are convected with the mean centreline 
velocity of the water jet, U(x), and the other variables are as defined in §2. In order 
to compute the time, or equivalently, since d( )/át = U(x) d( )/dx, the downstream 
evolution, of the number density of bubbles, equation (5.1) was integrated numerically. 
The dependence on the bubble size was discretized by dividing the whole bubble-size 
range, 0 < D < 3 mm, into N = 1000 equally spaced bins. Using the resulting vector 
of discrete sizes, the integral in (5.1) was evaluated with the method of trapezoids. 
The same method was employed to compute the integral in the denominator of the 
daughter size p.d.f. to normalize this function (see (2.7)). 
Finally, the time marching was implemented using a second-order Adams-Moulton 
method. An implicit method was chosen to avoid numerical instabilities observed 
when integrating the population balance equation with some of the breakup models 
considered in this paper, especially when a large number of size bins was used. The 
numerical results shown in figures 6 and 7 were obtained with a time step di = 10~5 s. 
A sensitivity analysis of both the time step and the number of size bins was performed 
to ensure that the numerical results did not depend on these parameters. 
It is important to point out that the numerical method described above does 
not guarantee the volume-conservation condition (2.6) and, thus, it can be observed 
how the models that mathematically conserve volume exhibit small changes in the 
total bubble volume along the integration time, due to numerical errors (figure Ib). 
On the contrary, models with daughter-bubble-size p.d.f.s which do not conserve 
volume predict changes in the total volume of order unity, as can be clearly seen in 
figure 7(a). 
5.2. Comparison of the evolution of the bubble-size distribution obtained with 
different models 
To intégrate (5.1), in the present work we always used the bubble breakup frequency 
model proposed by Martínez-Bazán et al. (1999a) and varied the model for the 
daughter-bubble p.d.f. with the aim of describing the main differences among the 
models. Notice that, in figure 5 all the breakup models provide nearly the same valúes 
of the dimensionless breakup frequency, showing only slight differences at low Weber 
numbers, Wet < 2. 
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FIGURE 6. Downstream evolution of the cumulative volume p.d.f. for air bubbles injected 
at the centreline of a turbulent water jet obtained with different models proposed for the 
daughter-bubble p.d.f: (a) Martínez-Bazán, Montañés & Lasheras (19995) model given 
by (3.4), (b) volume-conserving Martínez-Bazán et al. (19995) model given by (3.8), (c) 
modified Martínez-Bazán et al. (1999£>) model given by (3.11), (d) volume-conserving Tsouris & 
Tavlarides (1994) model given by (3.21), (e) Tsouris & Tavlarides (1994) model given by (3.19) 
and (/") Konno et al. (1983) model given by (3.15). The population balance equation (5.1) 
was integrating using in all cases the breakup frequency model proposed by Martínez-Bazán 
et al. (1999a), given by (4.2) with Kg fi112 «0.673. The symbols represent the experimental data 
reported in Set 3a of Martínez-Bazán et al. (19995). 
Figure 6 shows a comparison of the downstream evolution of the cumulative 
volume p.d.f. of bubbles injected at the centreline of a turbulent water jet of Reynolds 
number Re = 25 500, obtained with the models described in § 3 for the daughter-bubble 
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FIGURE 7. (a) Evolution of the conservation of volume obtained with our numerical code 
using different models proposed for the daughter-bubble p.d.f. (b) Detail of the evolution of 
the conservation of volume obtained using some of the volume-conserving models. 
p.d.f. The experimental conditions correspond to those of Set 3a of Martínez-
Bazán eí al. (19996). Air bubbles were injected 15 diameters downstream from 
the water nozzle, x/Dj = 15, with a hypodermic needle of inner diameter 0.394 mm. 
The initial condition used to intégrate the population balance equation (5.1) was the 
bubble-size distribution existing at x/Dj = 17.2 and the water velocity and the 
dissipation rate of turbulent kinetic energy varied from Í7 = 5.17ms~1 and e = 
1\\ m2s~3 at x /D / = 17 to [7 = 2.50 ms"1 and e = 22 m2 s~3 at x/Dj = 35. The 
dissipation rate of turbulent kinetic energy, e, was obtained by integrating the one-
dimensional spectrum of the fluctuating component of the axial velocity measured 
with hot-film anemometry, assuming the turbulence to be locally homogeneous and 
isotropic. In addition, coalescence effects were negligible in the experiments since 
the bubble void fraction was always smaller than 10~5 (more details about the 
experimental characterization of the turbulent properties of the water jet and the 
measurements of the bubble-size distribution can be found in Martínez-Bazán eí al. 
1999a,b). Figure 6(a) shows that the non-conservative model proposed by Martínez-
Bazán eí al. (19996) and given by (3.4) does not describe correctly the evolution of the 
cumulative bubble-volume p.d.f. Although the model captures the formation of large 
bubbles, it fails to reproduce the downstream evolution of bubbles of diameter smaller 
than 1 mm. In addition, figure l{a) shows that the implementation of the Martínez-
Bazán (1999¿>) model as in (3.4) leads to a loss of volume of nearly 50%. However, 
notice in figure 6{b) that, when this model is correctly implemented as in (3.8), the 
agreement with the experimental results is excellent with errors in the conservation 
of volume lower than 0.1 % (see figure Ib). Similar results have been found using 
the modified Martínez-Bazán (1999¿>) model given by (3.11) which includes the effect 
of the surface energy of the product bubbles as shown in figure 6(c). This modified 
model seems to slightly underpredict the downstream evolution of the population 
of bubbles, especially at x/Dj = 27, but the overall agreement with the experimental 
measurements is fairly good and, as displayed in figure 7(fc), it conserves volume with 
errors smaller than 2 % caused by the numerical scheme. 
The results obtained from the model of Tsouris & Tavlarides (1994) are shown in 
figures 6(d) and 6(e) using the volume conserving (see (3.21)) and the original (see 
(3.19)) expressions, respectively. Figure l{a) shows that the original model, given by 
(3.19), leads to a loss of volume of the order of 50% while the volume-conserving 
model given by (3.21) conserves volume with errors smaller than 0.5 % as shown in 
figure 7(6). Nevertheless, this model does not adequately capture the physics of the 
bubble breakup process that takes places in a turbulent flow, and underpredicts the 
evolution of the volume p.d.f. 
The downstream evolution of the bubble cloud predicted by Konno et al. (1980, 
1983) is plotted in figure 6{f). As already described by Martínez-Bazán et al. (19996) 
and Lasheras et al. (2002), this model overpredicts the breakup process, especially at 
the initial positions where the valúes of e are larger, since the probability of formation 
of bubbles smaller than D* < 0.3 is negligible. In addition, figure l{a) indicates that 
the implementation of the model leads to a gain of volume of more than 100 %. 
A summary of the loss (gain) of volume of the models discussed above is displayed 
in figure 7. Figure l{a) shows that the Martínez-Bazán et al. (19996) model expressed 
as in (3.4) and the Tsouris & Tavlarides (1994) model expressed as in (3.19) lead to 
a loss of volume of larger than 45 %, while the Konno et al. (1983) model given by 
(3.15) gains over 100% of volume. However, when the models of Martínez-Bazán 
et al. (19996) and Tsouris & Tavlarides (1994) are expressed correctly as in (3.8) and 
(3.21) respectively, the conservation of volume property is satisfied with errors lower 
than 0.5 %, as shown in figure 7(6), associated with the numerical scheme used to 
intégrate the population balance equation (5.1). 
Observe that the downstream evolutions of the cumulative volume p.d.f. obtained 
by integrating the population balance equation (5.1) using the daughter-bubble p.d.f.s 
proposed by Martínez-Bazán et al. (19996) and Tsouris & Tavlarides (1994), shown 
in figures 6(6) and 6(d) respectively, agree with those reported in Martínez-Bazán 
et al. (19996) as well as in Lasheras et al. (2002). This agreement indicates that, 
although the models were not adequately expressed, they were correctly formulated 
and implemented in their volume-conserving form in Martínez-Bazán et al. (19996) 
and Lasheras et al. (2002). 
6. Conclusions 
As with many other problems involving the dynamics of a population of particles, 
the evolution of the size distribution of a population of bubbles immersed in a fully 
developed turbulent flow can be modelled using the population balance equation. In 
this process, when the bubble concentration, or void fraction, is dilute and neglecting 
gas dissolution effects, the main cause of change in the bubble distribution can be 
attributed to breakup. Since this is the case in many practical applications, several 
researchers have become interested in the problem over the years, which has resulted 
in a number of models required to intégrate the population balance equation. 
Despite the many different physical approaches adopted by researchers while 
developing their models, we have shown that, when dimensional analysis is applied, 
most of the breakup frequency models predict very similar functions. In fact, we have 
shown that when the breakup frequency is made dimensionless with the inverse of the 
characteristic turnover time of turbulent eddies of sizes comparable to the diameter 
of the bubble, all the models seem to reach an asymptote at relatively low valúes 
of a properly defined turbulent Weber number, Wet« 5, and the breakup frequency 
quickly decreases as the Weber number decreases. Since this is a relatively low valué 
in most practical applications, a first conclusión is that the exact shape of the bubble 
breakup frequency at low Weber numbers might not be important to characterize the 
time evolution of the bubble population in turbulent flows. 
In the case of the daughter-bubble-size p.d.f, there are mainly two kinds of shapes 
given by the different models: U-shaped curves that predict a low probability of 
formation of fragments of comparable sizes and that could be justified by the fact 
that symmetric binary breakups require more surface energy (Wang, Wang & Jin 
2003), and n-shaped curves that predict a high probability of formation of bubbles 
of nearly the same size. Thus, we have performed numerical computations using 
different models while keeping the same breakup frequency function, with the purpose 
of evaluating the effect of the shape of the daughter-bubble-size p.d.f. on the time 
evolution of a population of bubbles. Our results indicate that binary models with 
n-shaped daughter-bubble-size p.d.f.s achieved a better agreement with experimental 
measurements. This result agrees with those reported by Zaccone et al. (2007) which, 
based on energy considerations, justified the presence of a máximum probability of 
formation of particles of similar size, and indicated that the change in surface energy 
is negligible compared with other type of energies involved in a breakup event. 
Despite the precise shape of the daughter size p.d.f, any model must satisfy the 
volume-conservation condition and normalization conditions given by (2.6) and (2.7), 
respectively. Remarkably, some of the models proposed in the literature do not satisfy 
the volume-conservation condition when they are expressed in terms of the bubble 
diameter instead of its volume. Nevertheless, when the change of variable from 
volume to diameter is properly performed for a probability density, the conservation 
of volume condition is satisfied. To see the effect of using a p.d.f. not properly 
transformed, numerical computations have been also performed using a numerical 
method that do not enforce volume conservation. Besides the obvious errors in total 
bubble volume, it can be concluded that the p.d.f.s not properly transformed tend to 
predict a large number of very small bubbles that are not observed in experiments. 
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